ABSTRACT. This paper extends the Conditional Gauge Theorem to more general operators and less regular domains than in previous works. We use this to obtain potential-theoretic results for the Schrodinger equation.
Introduction.
We study the Schrodinger operator L = -A + q on a domain D. Here A is a second-order elliptic divergence form operator, q is a function in the Kato class and D is a bounded Lipschitz subdomain of Rd, d > 3. The case d = 2 will be treated in a subsequent note.
Our main results are first to prove a conditional gauge theorem in this context and second to extend potential-theoretic results valid for A to L using the Conditional Gauge Theorem.
In order to describe the conditional gauge, introduce the measure P* for the diffusion X with infinitesimal generator A started at x € D but conditioned to converge to y E D at the path lifetime r_>. Set e,(r_>) = exp I -/ q(X(s)) ds \ .
Then the conditional gauge is defined as F(x,y) = Exyeq(TD).
The Conditional Gauge Theorem (4.2) asserts that the fmiteness of F(x, y) at some point (xo,yo) E D x D with xo ^ Vo implies the existence of positive constants ci and c2 such that ci < F(x,y) < c2 for all (x,y) E DxD. This has been established in various combinations of different situations than described here, usually with xo E D, 2/0 E 3D, always with A replaced by A/2, sometimes with bounded q or q E LP(D) for some p > d/2 and a class of domains called rapidly exhaustible [20] , or when q is in the Kato class D was assumed to have C1,1 boundary [31] . The main difficulty we have overcome is in relaxing the smoothness assumptions on D when q is in the Kato class. Replacing A/2 with A comes for free given the results of [8 and 23] . A list of results on the conditional gauge include [7, 10, 19, 20, 28, 30] . Our proof of Theorem 4.2 follows techniques developed and refined in [29, 30 and 10] . These techniques rely on a certain Green function estimate (Theorem 3.1) which follows from the boundary Harnack principle for A on D and various estimates on the Green function for A on D.
The potential-theoretic results which we obtain for L follow from two simple identities involving the conditional gauge. Let w\ and wx be the harmonic measures for L and -A, respectively, evaluated at x. Correspondingly, let 67 _ and G be the Green functions for L and -A. Then, assuming F(-, •) ^ oo, we have (Theorem 4.8) w^dz) = F(x,z)wx (dz) and G_(x,?/) = F(x,y)G(x,y). These identities allow the transfer to L of potential-theoretic results valid for A. §5 is composed of such results for L, e.g. Harnack's principle, boundary Harnack principle, Martin representation, etc., all under the assumption F(xo,yo) < oo for some (xo,yo) E D x D, xo ^ yoSome of these are not new; Harnack's principle was established in [1] for A = A/2 and using different methods in [9] in the generality in which it appears here. In [6] some of our results were obtained using the theory of harmonic spaces. Many of our results, however, appear to be new.
§4 contains the so-called Gauge Theorem, due to Chung and Rao [12] for A = A/2, and the Conditional Gauge Theorem. We also prove here the joint continuity of F(x, y) on D x D. This is related to the work of [7] where A = A/2 and D is a ball. §3 provides the necessary Green function estimates for the proof of the Conditional Gauge Theorem.
§2 discusses preliminaries and notation.
2. Preliminaries.
Assumptions on D,
A and q. Throughout this work we make the following assumptions on D, A and q. The domain D C Rd will be bounded and Lipschitz. That D is Lipschitz means there exist a pair of positive numbers r0 and M such that for every z E 3D, local coordinates can be selected so that A(z,ro) = B(z,r0)C\dD is the graph of a Lipschitz function cp with |V0| < M. The constants ro and M determine what will be called the Lipschitz character of D and any constants depending on the Lipschitz character of D will depend on D through r0 and M.
The operator A will be a uniformly elliptic, divergence form operator with bounded measurable coefficients. That is with _jj € L°°(D,m), m is Lebesgue measure, such that a^ = aJt. In addition, there is a positive number X so that for any x E D, £ E Rd we have
The class of such operators A will be denoted by £ (A), the dependence on D being understood.
We consider functions q E Kd(D), the Kato class, defined by either of the two equivalent conditions, for d > 3:
where (X, Px) is the diffusion with generator A. When d = 2, |_c -_/j2 d is replaced
by -ln |x -y\ in (2.1.1).
Convention on constants.
We adopt the convention that constants may change their value but not their dependence from one use to the next. More importantly, unless specified otherwise, all constants depend on X,ro,M and q.
When two functions <p and xp are defined on a set S we write <j> ~ xp when a two-sided inequality cy<p < xp < c2<p holds on S for two positive constants ci and c2.
2.3. Potential theory for A. Our results depend on the behavior of positive solutions to the equation Au = 0 on D. We denote this class by A+ and the class of positive solutions to Lu = 0 on D by £+. By solutions we mean in the weak sense. However, Chiarenza et al. [9] showed elements of C+ are continuous on D with a modulus of continuity depending on q. Functions u E A+ are locally Holder continuous [16 and 25] . Such results as the boundary Harnack principle for A+ will be assumed known to the reader. Those not familiar with this principle may look at Theorem 5.2. Those interested in the proof of the boundary Harnack principle for A+ should see [8] . The Harnack chain arguments which we employ may be found in [22] for A = A/2 and remain valid for A E £(X).
An important consequence of the boundary Harnack and weak maximum principles is the existence of a Holder continuous extension of u/v to B(z, r)C\D when u, v E A+ vanish continuously on B(z,2r)C\3D, z E 3D. An easy to read argument for this is given in [2] .
We freely use bounds for the Green function of A on D established in [23] . Among those used are
where 0 < a < 1 and ca depends on a, X, M and rg, 8(x) = dist(x, 3D),
JD
In order to avoid ambiguity we now describe what we refer to as Carleson's estimate.
(2.3.4) Let u E A+ be such that _ vanishes on B(z,2r) fl 3D for some z E 3D, r < ro-Then there is a constant c depending only on the Lipschitz character of D such that for any point A with |A-z| < r, dist(A, 3D) > r/2, we have u(x) < cu(A), x E B(z, r) n D.
2.4. The diffusion and conditional diffusion. Let (Xt,Px) be the diffusion with infinitesimal generator A killed on exiting D. This diffusion is discussed, among other places, in [4] . As remarked there the Dirichlet form associated to A is regular according to [21] , and the theory of Dirichlet forms can be used to construct this process.
According to [3] , there is a unique positive Green function for the equation A = 3/3t on D x (0, oo), i.e. a solution to the problem
This acts as the subprobability transition density for X, denoted by Px(X(t)Edy)=p(t,x,y)dy.
We will take (X, Px) to be defined on a space of paths (U,Ft,9t) where fi = {w: 3Z_ E (0,oo] s.t. to: [0,Z_) -► D is continuous, to(t) = 3, t> Z_}, where 3 is an isolated point adjoined to D. The f7-fields Ft = cr(AT(s, w), 0 < s < t), where X(s,u>) = u>(s), are the natural ones and 0t is the shift, 0tw(-) = w(Z+ •). Define for B CD,rB = inf{t > 0: X(t) (£ B}. Then r_>(w) = Z_ and at the time t_>, X goes to 3 and remains there. By
so Px(td < oo) = 1. Also, X(rD-) = limt|ro X(t) exists Px a.s. since limt|T_ X(t) exists in the Martin topology and by [8] the Martin boundary for A on D is the Euclidean boundary and the Martin topology is the Euclidean one. The Martin kernel, according to [8] , is given by K(x, z) = lim G(x0, y)~1G(x, y) for z E 3D,
where io E D is fixed.
A central role is played by the diffusion conditioned on its terminal point as introduced in [17] . Namely, the subprobability transition density for X conditioned on X(rD-) = z is Pz(t,x,y) = K(x,z)~lp(t,x,y)K(y,z).
A measure Px can be constructed on fi such that Px(X(0) = x) = 1 and Px(X(t)Edy)=pz(t,x,y)dy with the additional properties Pxz(X(rD-)=z) = l and Px(-) = Px(-\X(rD-) = z).
For computations we often employ the formula
The Green function corresponding to (X,PX) is
Jo and the interpretation Extd -JDGz(x,y)dy remains valid. A consequence of Theorem 3.1 is that Extd < oo.
The diffusion (X, Px) can also be conditioned to converge to a point y E D at the path lifetime rp = ini{t > 0: X(t) £ D). This conditioned diffusion has transition density pv(t, x, w) = G(x, y)~xp(t, x, w)G(w, y)
with Green function
Gy(x,w) = G(x,y)-1G(x,w)G(w,y).
The corresponding measure on paths is still denoted by Px. We interpret Py as the unit point mass on the path u; = wy with u>y (0) 
Jd
Up to now, the conditioned processes have always begun inside D. In [17] , it was noticed, for Brownian motion, that the diffusion can be started at a boundary point z, when conditioned to converge to a point y ED. In [26] a nice example was presented of a bounded domain fl CJ?2 and A = A/2, which has distinct minimal Martin boundary points Zy and z2 for which there is no measure on paths P^. More specifically, there is no measure satisfying the prescriptions: P^(X(0) = Zy) = l, Pg (X(t + s)E dy\X(s) = x)= Pz* (Z, x, y) dy, P;}(X(rD-) = z2) = l.
However, when A E £(X) and D is a bounded Lipschitz domain such measures exist. This result is due to [26] for A = A/2. The proof carries over to the present case since by [8] the boundary Harnack principle holds for A and this is what is needed.
THEOREM 2.1. The measure Pp exists for any zy E 3D, z E D where P* is the point mass on u> = uz; w2(0) = z, ojz(s) E 3 for s > 0.
2.5. Gauge, conditional gauge and Feynman-Kac formula. For any q E Kd, J0 q(X(s)) ds is well defined where we specify q(3) = 0. This follows from the theory of Markov processes as in [5] since q E Kd implies G\q[ is finite and therefore so are Gq+ and Gq~ and these potentials have naturally associated to them well-defined additive functionals /q+(X(s))ds and f q~(X(s))ds. Thus we can set e,(Z)=exp|-^ 9(__-(_))__J.
The gauge (of (A, D, q)) is then defined as
The conditional gauge is
In the definition of the conditional gauge, r_> is identically 0 under Px when x = y. The significance of the conditional gauge will become apparent in our discussion of the Feynman-Kac formula. The importance of the gauge is contained in the next result. The boundedness of F(x) from 0 and oo once it is not identically oo is called the Gauge Theorem and first appeared in [12] for A = A/2. The other parts appeared in [30] for A = A/2. The condition (2.5.2) is prevalent in [1] . The proof follows exactly as for A -A/2 and is omitted. THEOREM 2.2. If F(-) ^ oo then there exist positive constants cy and c2 such that cy < F(x) < c2, for all x E D. The condition F(-) ^ oo is equivalent to either of the following (see [11] , when q is bounded, a partial proof is found in [2] , a complete proof can be found in [13] ) : 
where the interchange of integrals is justified by the boundedness of v, f and F, the bound (2.3.1) and the assumption q E Kd-Thus u(x) = v(x) -G(uq)(x) and applying -A to both sides shows -Au --qu or Lu = 0 (in the weak sense.) What remains is to consider to what extent u assumes the boundary values /. For this one can prove Lemma A.4.8 of [1] generalized to the present situation. Namely, for z a regular point of 3D, limx_>z Ex[eq(ro) -1| = 0. Then notice that
But z is regular so v(x) -* f(z) as x -► z and then so must _(x) -♦ f(z).
The connection with the conditional gauge is now easy. Recall the notation wx(dz) = Px(X(tjj) E dz) for the A-harmonic measure on the Borel subsets of 3D, B(3D), evaluated at x ED. Then
One of our main results is that F(-, •) ~ 1 when F(-) ^ oo, Theorem 4.2. Remembering that w\(dz) denotes L-harmonic measure we then have wxL(dz) = F(x, z)wx(dz). It is this and other relations which we exploit in §5.
3. Green function and kernel function estimates. This section contains the statement and proof of our main analytic estimate, Theorem 3.1. The estimates give upper bounds for the Green function and kernel function associated to the conditioned process for A in terms of the Newtonian potential for A/2. We shall call inequality (3.1.1) from Theorem 3.1, the 3G Theorem. 
PROOF. The bound in (3.1.2) follows from (3.1.1) since the Martin boundary for A on D is 3D by [8] and
The proof consists of a lemma and four cases. First, however, we define the following items:
x* =a point on 3D such that 8(x) = |x -x*\, and let Ar(x*) be so that 6(Ar(x*)) > Cyr and |Ar(x*) -x*| = r. The constant Cy < 1 depends only on the Lipschitz character of D and defining such an Ar(x*) is possible whenever r < r0 where again ro depends only on the Lipschitz character of D. Finally, set . _f_ if<5(x)><5(Ar(x*)),
Xr"lxr = Ar(x*) H8(x)<8(Ar(x*)), u < r < r°' LEMMA 3.2. For 0 < r < r0 suppose \x -y] > 3r and \x -z\ > 3r. // (3.1.1)
holds for (xr,y, z) then it holds for (x, y, z).
PROOF. When 8(x) > 8(Ar(x*)), xr = x and there is nothing to prove so assume 8(x) < 8(Ar(x*)).
When <5(x) < <5(Ar(x*)) then 8(xr) ~ r and by the boundary Harnack principle, G(xr,z)~lG(ir,y) ~ G(x, z)~lG(x, y). However,
This implies (3.1.1) holds for (x,y,z). D
In all the cases presented below we assume <5(x) < 8(z) by reason of symmetry. We shall fix a constant c2 < 1/9 so that C2|x -z\ < ro for all x,z E D. This is possible since D is assumed bounded. Set c3 = (c2x + 2). Case 1. |x -z\ < c3Cy 8(x). If \x-z\< 8(x)/2 then by (2.3.2) we would have G(x, z) > c\x -z\2~d, and by (2.3.1)
which implies (3.1.1).
On the other hand, when |x -z\ > 8(x)/2 select a point z with |x -z\ = 8(x)/2. Then by Harnack's principle G(x, z) ~ G(x, z) and by (2.3.2) the inequality G(x,z) > c\x -z\2~d holds. Now <S(x)/2 < \x -z[ < c8(x) and [x -z\ = 8(x)/2.
Thus |x -z\ ~ |x -z\ and (3.1.1) holds. applied to G(x,y) we again have (3.1.1).
Case 3. |x -z\ > c3c1~18(x), \y -z\ > 2\x -z\, \x -y\ > cj~1(c^"1 + l)<5(x). Set r = c2\x -z\ so that r < ro. Then |_/ -jar| > 3r, |x -z\ > 3r and by Lemma 3.2 it suffices to consider (x,y,zT). Observing that
and |x -zr\ > \x -z\ -r > (9 -l)r > 3r we see that by another application of Lemma 3.2 it suffices to consider (xr,y,zr).
i.e. we are back in Case 1 and (3.1.1) holds.
Case 4. \x -z\ > c3c1~18(x), \x -y\ > c^1^1 + l)<5(x), \y -z\ < 2\x -z[. Set r = C2|x -y\. Then observing [x -y\ -c21r and |x -z\ > \x -y\ -\y -z\ > |x -y\ -2\x -z\ which implies |x -z\ > ||x -y\ > 3r we see that Lemma 3.2 applies. Having switched to (xr,y,z) we note that \xT ~y\<\x-y\ + r = c2\ + r < cj"1^1 + i)°~(xr).
If 8(xr) < 8(z) we are in Case 1 or 2 and are done. If 8(xr) > 8(z) we would be through should (z, y, xr) satisfy the conditions of either of the first three cases. So we may assume the worst, that (z,y,xr) falls into Case 4. However, in that event, set s -c2\y -z\. Then with the same argument we used in the first part of Case 4 it follows that either (zs, y, xr) or (xr, y, zs) satisfies Case 1 or 2 and that completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. □
In the course of proving the continuity of Ey [eq(rr))] on Dx D we shall need the following estimate. We are of course still assuming D is Lipschitz and A E £(X). lim G(x,y)~1G(x,w)G(w,y) = 0.
x,y-*z Also, if z,z' E 3D, then
exists and is a continuous function of (z, z') on 3D x 3D.
PROOF. For z E D, by the continuity of solutions to Au = 0, G(x,w) -► G(z,w) and G(w, y) -> G(w, z). As for the denominator, G(x, y) > c\x -y\2~d for x and y sufficiently close to z. Thus the limit in (3.3.1) is 0.
When z E 3D, let |_c -_/| = 3r. Define x* and y* to be the points on 3D closest to x and y. Also take xr and yr to be points in D so that |x* -xr| = r, \y* -yr\ = r for r small, 8(xr) ^ r and 8(yr) ~ r, 5r > \yr -xr\ > r. Applying the boundary Harnack principle twice, we obtain
< cG(xr,yr)~1G(xr,w)G(w,yr).
As a consequence of the above inequalities for xr and yr it follows that G(xr, yT) > c\xr -yr\2~d > cr2~d. Thus lim G(x, y)~lG(x, w)G(w, y) < c lim rd~2G(xr, w)G(w, yr) = 0.
x,y-<z r->0
For the second claim (3.3.2), let z ^ z' and select a compact set K with z E K, z' <£ K. Then we claim that
The convergence is uniform on a subcompact K(r) = {x E K C\ D: 8(x) > r}. To fill in up to the boundary note that G(x,y)~~1G(x,w)G(w,y) extends to a Holder continuous function on K(1D with the Holder exponent independent of y, as y -> z'. Thus, this forms an equicontinuous bounded family of continuous functions, in x. Since the sequence converges pointwise on KC\D it converges uniformly there. This uniform convergence justifies the exchange of limits
x-*z x-*z y-^z and again this last limit exists and is Holder continuous in z by the boundary Harnack principle. If z',z -* z" E 3D we need to show K(z,w,z') -> 0. This, however, mimics the first part, if [z -z'\ = 3r select xr and yr with |xr -z\ < r, Thus K(z,w,z') ->0 as z,z' -* z" E 3D. D
In the course of the proof of the Conditional Gauge Theorem we will need to know Py(rD < oo) = 1. More can be said, in fact Extd < oo. For the case A = A/2 this was shown in [14] . [4] has a similar result for A E £(X), when 3D is Lipschitz. We now state a Conditional Gauge Theorem with weaker hypotheses and strong er conclusion than Theorem 4.1. Namely, the conditional gauge is assumed to be finite somewhere on D x D \ diag(D x D) and shown to be bounded above and below on D x D as a consequence. The proof of this result will be broken into several parts.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now Ka(x,w) < cG(x,w) for (x,w) E l(a/2;na/2) x 1(a) so by the 3G Theorem, G(x, y)~1Ka(x, w)G(w, y) is bounded for (x, w, y) E l(a/2; na/2) x 1(a) x C(a/4). It is continuous in (x,y) E l(a/2;na/2) x C(a/4) for each w E 1(a). The continuity in y up to 3D follows from the boundary Harnack and maximum principles which give convergence of G(x,y)~1G(w,y) uniformly in (x, w) E l(a/2;na/2)xl(a) as y -> z E 3D. Thus by bounded convergence, f(x,y) is continuous on l(a/2;na/2) x C(a/4). Next we claim f(x,y) < 1 -c for some positive c and all (x,y) E l(a/2) x C(a/4). Otherwise suppose f(x,y) = 1 for some (x,y) E l(a/2) x C(a/4). Then selecting a positive r with r < na/2 and setting rr = inf{Z > 0: \X(t) -X(0)\ > r}, f(x,y) = Eyf(X(rT), y). Thus, since f(u, v) < 1 it follows that f(u, y) = 1 for almost every u with respect to Py(X(rr) E du). This measure is absolutely continuous with respect to Px(X(rr) E du). Though this last measure may not be absolutely continuous with respect to surface measure on 3B(x,r) it does satisfy the doubling condition:
there is a c > 0 such that Vw E 3B(x, r), Px(X(rr) E B(u, s) n 3B(x, r)) > cPx(X(rr) E B(u, 2s) n 3B(x, r)), see [8] . Thus Px(X(rr) E du) gives positive mass to any open set on 3B(x,r) and therefore f(u,y) = 1 on a dense set of points u on 3B(x,r) and by continuity, f(u,y) e 1 on 3B(x,r).
Thus f(u,y) = 1 on B(x,r) and by connectedness of l(a/2) it follows that f(u,y) = 1 for u in l(a/2). This, of course, is a contradiction and the claim is proved, and consequently Assume that a is sufficiently small so that both xo E U(a/2) and m(C(a)) < 8 with 8 as in Lemma 4.3. Then select r so that r < a/8 and |xo -yo[ _! fir-We will then show there exist constants ci and C2, depending on a and r such that ci < F(x,y) < c2. But then we can find a new pair (x0,2/0), x0 ^ y'0, with F(x'0,y'o) < oo and x0 E U(a'/8), \xo -yo\ > r'/2 with a',r' depending on D alone. Then we can retrace our steps to prove there exist constants ci and C2 independent of the original a and r such that cy < F(x, y) < c2. The case xo € 3D is treated later. Similarly, there is a z2 = z2(x) such that F(x,z2) < c2. Again by (4.5.2) and (4.5.4), F(x, z) < C2 for all z E 3D. Thus there are constants c_, c2 such that cy < F(x,z) < c2, (x,z) E A2 and claim (2) is established. Next it is easy to verify the equivalence
If (x,y) E Ay hook up y to y' E C(a/8) as before. Then F(x,y) ~ F(x,y') ~ 1 since (x, y') E A2. From here we can claim (4) F(x,y)~l for (x,y) EUja) xD.
By (3) we only need verify (4) But X{TB(y,r)) G U(a/2) on {rB(y,r) < td, X(0) E U(a)} so by (3), F(J_(rfl(»,r)). v) 1 and
and the right side is equivalent to 1 by Lemma 4.3. This proves (4). Finally we establish the assertion of the theorem This together with (4) give (5) PROOF. Formula (4.7.1) is a direct consequence of the Feynman-Kac formula. In order to establish (4.7.2)-(4.7.4) write eq(rD) = 1 -/ ° q(X(s)) exp{-/ " q(X(t)) dt} ds.
Jo
Js Then on taking expectations, F(x,y) = l-Exy jTJq(X(s))^p\-jT\(X(t))dt^ds
is bounded so by assumption that q E K_ and the 3G Theorem we can interchange the order of integration in the last line. This results in
Jd which follows by the symmetry of G and the fact that the diffusion X started at x conditioned to hit y when run backwards is the diffusion X started at y conditioned to hit x. Thus Consequently, again acting in the variable y, LF(x,y)G(x,y) = 8x(dy) and this will establish (4.7.2) once we verify F(x, y)G(x, y) -* 0 as y -► z E 3D, for z a regular point. In fact, this happens for all z E 3D since all points on 3D are regular for the Dirichlet problem for A by results of [23] and the boundedness of F(x,y). Formula (4.7.3) and (4. cywx(E) < wxL(E) < c2wx(E), E E B(3D), x E D. ■ Px(X(rDc) E dz)Pz(X(rD2) E du).
The measure yPx is on paths started at x conditioned to exit D\ at z and the measure 2PZ is on paths started at z conditioned to leave D2 at u. Now by part of our previous argument for the conditional gauge in fli yEx[eq(TDc)] is continuous on B(x',r/2)nDx3Dyf)D and 2E^[eq(rD)] is continuous on 3D2nDxB(y',r/2) n fl.
Expressions can also be worked out for P^(X(r_)c) e dz) and Pz(X(td2) E du). For the first, let ywx(dz) denote harmonic measure for A on D\, yK(x,z) the Martin kernel for A on D\ normalized so that yK(xo,z) = 1 for some xo E D\. Then
Similarly, letting 2wz(du) and 2K(z,u) denote harmonic measure and the Martin kernel, normalized so that 2K(z0,u) = 1 for some z0 E D2, for A we also have Thus,
G(x,y)G(z,y)
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However, G(x0,y) yK(x,z)/G(x,y) is continuous for (x,y) E B(x',r/2) xB(y',r/2) for z E 3DyC\D as the boundary Harnack and maximum principles imply. Similarly, G(z0, y)2K(z, u)/G(z, y) is continuous for y E B(y', r/2) when z E 3Dy fl fl. Thus by the boundedness of all the gauges in (4.9.1) it follows that F(x, y) is continuous on B(x', r/2) x B(y', r/2) and thus on fl x fl\diag(fl x fl). To obtain continuity on all of fl x fl note that F(x, x) -1 for all x E fl so F is continuous on diagfl x fl.
The last case to consider is x' E 3D, x, y E fl, x -► x', y -* y'. We may ignore the case x = y since then F(x, y) = 1 and F(x', x') = 1. Set K (x, w, y) = G(x, y)~lG(x, w)G(w, y) and note that K extends continuously in x and y up to 3D as long as x ^ y. We claim K(x,w,y) -* 0 for a.e. w E fl as x,y -> x'. Assume 8(x) < 8(y) by symmetry. If \x -y\ < 8(x)/2 then by (2.3.2) it is easily seen that K(x,w,y) -* 0.
If \x-y\> 8(y)/2, let r -\x-y\ and observe that 8(x) V 8(y) < 2r. If 8(x) > r/3 and 8(y) > r/3 select a point x € 3B(y,r/6). By constructing a Harnack chain of length independent of r from x to x in fl \ B(y, r/12) U {w} (we assume w is far away) it follows that K(x,w,y) ~ K(x,w,y).
But \x -y[ = r/6 < 8(y)/2 and K(x,w,y) -> 0 by the first part of the argument. If <S(x) < r/3 and 8(y) > r/3, let x* be the closest point to x on 3D and Ar/3(x*) as defined following Theorem 3.1. Then K(AT/3(x*),w,y) ~ K(x,w,y) by the boundary Harnack principle and again we construct a Harnack chain whose length is independent of r from Ar(x*) to x to obtain K(x,w,y) ~ K(x,w,y) which tends to 0 as before. The last case c5(x) < r/3, 8(y) < r/3 is similar, K(x,w,y) ^ K(Ar(x*),w, Ar(y*)) and now make a Harnack chain from Ar(x*) to a point x E 3B(Ar(y*),r/6) in D\B(Ar(y*),r/12) whose length is independent of r to conclude K(x,w,y) ~ K(x,w, Ar(y*)) and this tends to 0 as r tends to 0. The proof is concluded by the 3G Theorem, dominated convergence and the now established claim that K(x,w,y) -> 0 a.e. w as x, y -► x'. □ 5. Potential theory for L. Throughout this section we make the assumption that F(xo,yo) < oo for some xo ^ yo, xo, yo E fl. Equivalent assumptions are given in §2.5. One such is that F(-) ^ oo. Theorem 4.9 coupled with the CGT (Conditional Gauge Theorem) give some quick results on w_ and G_. For example, from (4.9.1) it follows that under our assumption, w°[ and wx are mutually absolutely continuous with the Radon-Nikodym derivative, either way, bounded above and below. Recently, in [15 and 18] , conditions on A were given implying the absolute continuity of wx with respect to surface area a. Quite trivially these same conditions on A imply the absolute continuity of wxL with respect to a. Also, one gets Ap-weight conditions simultaneously on wx and w\ with respect to a and consequently such results as unique solvability of the Dirichlet problem Lu = 0 in fl, u = <p on 3D for <f> E LP (do). We refer the reader to [15 and 18] for the exact results one can get here for L from the corresponding results for A.
Similarly, one sees from (4.9.2) and the CGT that G_ is a bounded function times G. This implies for example that the L-potential and A-potential of any measure p with suppp C fl are equivalent in that the two-sided inequality c~1Glp(x) < Gp(x) < cGlp,(x) holds. One consequence of this is that the L-capacity of a set B, cl(B), is equivalent to its A-capacity, c(B), i.e. c~xcL(B) < c(B) < ccl(B). These equivalences say that the fine topology, polar sets etc. are the same for A and L. This was also observed in [6] using perturbation of harmonic spaces. We next consider Harnack's principle. [1] considered this for A = A/2, fl a ball, q E KdChiarenza et al. [9] have it under the same assumptions we make here with different techniques. PROOF. The Harnack principle holds for A by [24] . Applying the CGT in B2r The BHP says functions in £+(A) vanishing on a portion of 3D vanish at the same rate on a subportion.
Considering the Feynman-Kac formula w(x) = Ex{f(X(TD-))eq(To)} for solutions Lu = 0 and u = f on 3D and the stochastic representation for solutions to Av -0, v = f on 3D, v(x) = Ex{f(X(rD-))} one might expect that e4(r_>) -♦ 1 nicely enough as x -♦ 3D so that u and v should vanish at the same rate at 3D. This is in fact the case.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Another consequence of the CGT is that once the gauge is not identically infinite, the set of regular points on 3D for the Dirichlet problems for A and L are identical. There are several ways to establish this. According to a theorem of Brelot, the points on the Martin boundary are regular for the Dirichlet problem. Theorem 5.5 shows the Martin boundary coincides with the Euclidean boundary for the operators L and A. One might also consider applying Wiener's test and observing, since GA and G_ are bounded multiples of one another, that the A-capacity of any set is equivalent to its L-capacity. Finally, by [23] the regular points on 3D are the same for A and A. Thus we have the following. 
